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Physical Chemistry “Light”–A New Approach

–An Easy Access to a Difficult Topic–

The foundation supports projects which are based on the new didactic 

approach developed by Dr. Georg Job (Hamburg). It is mainly thanks to Prof. Dr. 

Friedrich Herrmann (Karlsruhe) that this approach was successfully tested in 

primary and secondary education in Germany and China.

In the new approach, the abstract quantity  is interrelated with the concept of 

“heat” used in everyday life. For this purpose, the quantity is directly introduced by 

characterizing it by typical and easily observable quantities, i.e.

 

In the same way, the , the key concept in dealing with physico-

chemical problems, can be introduced. Based on this central quantity, it is possible 

to explore many other fields such as deduction of the mass action law, construction 

of phase diagrams, description of colligative phenenomena amongst many others. 

in particular 

entropy

chemical potential

 by designing a kind 

of “wanted poster” for it. This phenomenological description is supported by a 

direct measuring procedure, a method which has been common practice for the 

quantification of basic concepts such as length, time or mass. 

The Founder

The Job Foundation was established in 2002 by the proprietor of the 

Job Group, Dipl.-Ing. Eduard J. Job–who regretfully died in 2009. The 

company is today the world´s leading producer of heat-responsive 

glass bulbs (thermo-bulbs) for the sprinkler industry.

His strong personal interest in an improvement of science education resulted from 

the important role of thermodynamics and physical chemistry for his business, the 

field of fire prevention and protection. 

Functional Principle of a Thermo Bulb

As the glass bulb becomes hot, the red liquid expands until it finally shatters the 

glass enclosure thereby releasing the water. Next, the steel plate at the bottom of the 

sprinkler smashes the water flow into a gentle rain to extinguish the fire.

Projects of the Job Foundation

âIntroduction of the school book series “The Karlsruhe Physics 

Course” at selected secondary schools in Germany as well as 
translation into English, Italian, Chinese and introduction at 
selected schools in China (Prof. Herrmann, Karlsruhe / Germany)

âDevelopment of the virtual learning environment “Physics as a 

Systems Science” (Prof. Fuchs, Winterthur / Switzerland)

âWriting of textbooks and lecture notes as well as development of 

demonstration experiments and their documentation by videos for 
different topics in physical chemistry (Dr. Job, Dr. Rüffler, 
Hamburg / Germany)
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Characteristics of the New Approach

1.

material systems.

2. Macroscopic and microscopic, reversible and irreversible, 

static and kinetic systems can be uniformly described.

3. Short calculations which can be easily understood by the 

students.

4. All quantities used have an intuitively clear physical meaning.

5. Teaching can be easily adapted to all levels of education.

6. Reduced effort in teaching and learning saves time.

7. Integration of more than hundred simple but impressive 

demonstration experiments.

 

Unified description of mechanical, electrical, thermal,and 

Writing and publishing of the textbook “ – 

an Introduction with New Concept and Numerous Experi-

ments” in German as well as translation into English, Spanish 

and Chinese

Physical Chemistry
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Test and improvement of more than 100 

demonstration experiments dealing with 

thermodynamics, kinetics, and electro-

chemistry as well as preparation of the 

corresponding detailed instructions (in-

cluding safety aspects and disposal 

procedures) and documentation by videos
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 Ammonia Fountain  

 
 
 

Equipment:

 
 

2-L round-bottom flask 
ring stand, clamps and ring 
glass tube with tapered end  
 (length: approx. 30 cm, diameter: 7-8 mm) 
rubber stopper with one hole and  
small rubber stopper (that fits the glass tube) 
crystallization dish or beaker 

 
Chemicals:

 
 

concentrated ammonia solution 
sodium hydroxide pellets 
deionized water 
phenolphthalein solution (in ethanol) 
diluted hydrochloric acid 

 Safety:
 

 concentrated ammonia solution (NH3):  
 
 
 
 

Ammonia is a colorless, highly corrosive and irritant gas which is especially harmful to the 
respiratory system and the eyes. Therefore, the 2-L round-bottom flask has to be filled in a 
fume hood. It is also necessary to wear safety goggles and protective gloves. 

 

Procedure:
 

 

The crystallization dish is filled with deionized water, and the indicator phenolphthalein and 
a few drops of hydrochloric acid are added to the water. The inverted 2-L flask is clamped 
on the stand over the crystallization dish so that the bottom end of the glass tube is 
immersed deeply in the water and secured by a ring. Subsequently, the small rubber 
stopper is removed.  

  
 
 

Observation:

 
 

The water begins to rush up in the glass tube. After 
the first drops have entered the flask the speed of the 
process increases more and more until the water 
shoots into the flask like a fountain. Additionally, the 
solution turns pink. The water level rises until the 
flask is nearly completely filled. 

 
 

documentation by video  

H314, H400 
P273, P280, P305 + P351 + P338, P309, P310 

4  Chemical Potential  

The chemical potential ì is used

 

as a measure of the general tendency of a substance to trans-
form. Only a few properties are necessary for a complete phenomenological description of 
this new quantity. They are easy to grasp and can be illustrated by everyday examples. It is 
possible to derive quantitative scales of ì values (initially at standard conditions) by using 
these properties, and after choosing a convenient reference level. A first application in chem-
istry is predicting whether or not reactions are possible by comparing the sum of potentials of 
the initial and the final states. This is illustrated by numerous experimental examples. The 
quantitative description can be simplified by defining a “chemical drive” A as the difference 
of these sums. In this context, a positive value of A means that the reaction proceeds sponta-
neously in the forward direction. As a last point, a direct and an indirect measuring procedure 
for the chemical potential are proposed.  

4.1  Introduction 

The Greek philosopher HERACLITUS concluded from observations of his environment already 
in the 5th

 
century before Christ that “Everything flows—Nothing stands still (ðÜíôá

 
ñåÀ).” 

Creation and decay are well known in the living world but also in inanimate nature the things 
around us change more or less rapidly. A lot of such processes are familiar to us from every-
day life (Experiment 4.1): 

 

•   Objects made of iron rust when they come into contact with air and water,   

•   Bread dries out if one leaves it at air for a longer time, 
 

•   Rubber bands or hoses become brittle, 
 

•   Paper turns yellow, 

 

•   Butter or fat becomes rancid, 

 

•   Copper roofs turn green (so-called patina). 

 

•   even the seemingly stable rocks (“solid as a rock”) weather, 

 

•   conversely, mud or also wood petrifies.    

This list could be continued as long as one likes.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Experiment 4.1  Changes in the world of substances: 
a Rusted tin can, b Dried-out bread, c Embrittled rubber hose,  
d Yellowed and brittle pages of a book, e Quartz sand from 
eroded granite, f Petrified mud 

 

98 4  Chemical Potential 

 
 

Experiment 4.11  Dissolution of a sugar cube: The process 
becomes noticeable by the shrinking of the sugar cube in a 
glass of tea even when it is not touched. An even more im-
pressive version of this process is stacking sugar cubes into a 
tower on a shallow plate and then pouring some water colored 
with a few drops of food dye onto the plate. The water imme-
diately begins to move up the tower and make it collapse after 
a short while. 

 
 

Table salt also dissolves easily in water, as we know. The reason for this is that in an aqueous 
medium (even at a concentration of 1 kmol m- 3), the chemical potential of the Na+ and Cl-  
ions together is noticeably lower than when it is a salt in solid form. 

  N aCl|s →  Na+|w + Cl- |w 

  

–––––––––––––––––––––– 

 

ì  / kG: - 384        - 262       - 131       

  

- 384 >        - 393               A = +⇒ 9 kG. 

For contrast, let us consider the dissolution behavior of iodine. 

I  2|s  →  I2|w 

  

–––––––––– 

 

ì  / kG: 0      < +16      ⇒ A = - 16 kG. 

The chemical drive is strongly negative so the process can only run backwards spontaneously. 
Solid iodine would precipitate from a solution with a concentration of 1 kmol 3-m . However, 
this does not mean that iodine is not at all soluble in water. Increasing the dilution decreases 
the potential of iodine in water so that the drive can become positive when the dilution is high 
enough. More about this in Chap. 6. 

Even the dissolution behavior of gases can be easily described in this way. For our first ex-
ample, we choose ammonia as the gas and water as the solvent:

 

 NH3|g  →  NH3|w 

 

––––––––––––––– 
 

ì  / kG: - 17     >   - 27           ⇒ A = +10 kG. 

Consequently, ammonia is very easily dissolved in water. An impressive way of showing this 
excellent solubility is with a so-called fountain experiment (Experiment 4.12). 

 

 

Experiment 4.12

  

Ammonia fountain: NH  3 gas dissolves so 
readily in water that just a few drops are enough to decrease 
the pressure in the flask filled with gas so drastically that 
more water is drawn upward into it in a strong jet. If a few 
drops of the acid-base indicator phenolphthalein are added to 
the water, the solution turns pink just as soon as it enters the 
flask (more in Chap. 7). 
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